
Mozes Grunberg 

This is my brother Mozes Grunberg, when he was six years old. He died together with my parents in
1942. This picture was taken in Tarnow in July 1935. I was born on 24th November 1924 in Tarnow.
When it comes to my siblings, I had a brother - Mojzesz - four years younger than me, and a sister -
Tauba - older than me, also by four years. At Pesach children had to take a nap during the day,
which, I remember, I hated, because I never liked sleeping during the day. But we had to, so that
we wouldn't doze off later, because we had to stay up till late at night and sit at the table. So I used
to cheat, pretending that I was taking a nap, because I didn't like it very much. Later, during the
seder supper, the table was moved next to the bed, since we had to eat that supper resting on an
elbow, as if lying down. Later there were those questions - 'kashes' [Editor's note: questions asked
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during Pesach were very rarely called kashes, they were rather called: The Four Questions or mah
nishtanah]. First I would answer, but later just my brother. [Editor's note: The Four Questions are
traditionally being asked, and not answered by the youngest child at the Pesach table.] At Purim
we used to dress up, and in the last years that I remember, we kept dressing my brother Mojzesz
up as a girl. I don't know where, but we would find at home long strips of fabric, and we'd make
something like braids out of them. We'd put those braids on him, tie a scarf on his head, his face
was indeed like a girl's, so round. But all in all, the entire thing was not just about those games, but
about bringing sweet gifts, on a plate covered with a napkin to people. We had a whole list of
people to take it to, and we usually used to get some from them, too.
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